usedmotorcyclesandparts.com
877-862-7872
Batavia Road
Chicago, Illinois 60555

Used Motorcycles and Parts

2016 Harley-Davidson DYNA WIDE GLIDE FXDWG WIDE
GLIDE FXDWG
View this car on our website at usedmotorcyclesandparts.com/6491141/ebrochure

Our Price $12,990
Specifications:
Year:

2016

VIN:

1HD1GPM16GC313539

Make:

Harley-Davidson

Stock:

U313539-WHD

Model/Trim:

DYNA WIDE GLIDE FXDWG WIDE GLIDE
FXDWG

Condition:

Pre-Owned

Engine:

1689 cc V Twin

Exterior:

Black

Transmission:

6 Speed Manual Six-Speed Cruise Drive®

Mileage:

4,998

"This 2016 Harley-Davidson DYNA WIDE GLIDE FXDWG WIDE GLIDE
FXDWG features a 103ci V-TWIN 1687cc cyl engine. The vehicle is
BLACK QUARTZ with a BLACK QUARTZ interior. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. - 2016 HARLEY-DAVIDSON DYNA
WIDE GLIDE FXDWG - This Harley-Davidson is in Excellent overall
exterior condition - ABS, 2016 Harley-Davidsonr Dynar Wide
GliderModern day performance anchored in a style that's never backed
down from authority.Are you ready to light the fuse?The option of
flames on the tank tells you all you need to know about the Wide Glider
motorcycle. This is old school motorcycle defiance to the core, from the
wide fork straddling a 21"" laced wheel to the Tommy Gun exhaust. It
continues all the way back to the minimalist black wire sissy bar. Twist
the wick and you learn one more thing. Not one ounce of the
insubordinate attitude is just there for show.Features may
include:Authentic StylingThe motorcycles in the Dyna family trace their
roots to the original Harley-Davidson factory customs. Notice the
powerful front ends, with a strong emphasis on the riding. Post-war
bobbers. Rebellious 70s choppers. Motorcycles where the theme was
riding hard and the only rule was nonconformity. The profile is long and
low, built to show off plenty of muscle. The 45ø V-Twin engine is the
jewel at the center of the design. There is no denying the powerful
message sent by such a machine. It says get in the saddle, fire up Big
Twin engine, easy-riding rpm. But rational explanations never go far
enough. What you feel when the power of this engine pulls you down
the road toward the vanishing point is the legacy of the Flathead,
Knucklehead, Panhead, Shovelhead, Evolution, Twin Cam 88 and Twin
Cam 96 engines that came before. It's something no ordinary engine
can deliver.TechnologyYou don't see a lot of 21 century technology
peeking through the clean old-school lines of the motorcycles in the
Dyna family. That's the point. Once the teams of engineers and
industrial designers have finished building the systems that load these
motorcycles up with modern function, and gives you the control you
want in a modern motorcycle. But the real beauty is the way we
streamlined the look of the hardware.HandlingIf there's anything the
unruly bunch of riders that gravitate to a Dynar motorcycle have in
common, it's that they're not easily satisfied. So we built every bike in
the family to bridge the gap between knockout looks and
uncompromising open road function. The exceptional stiffness of the
chassis makes for sure-footed handling. The brakes and suspension
components are top end, and the custom-style wheels roll on premium
rubber designed for both durability and grip performance. A Dyna
motorcycle is rolling proof that you don't need a bike that looks like it
belongs in a B-grade science fiction movie to burn through a wicked set
of curves. - Contact Motorcycle Sales at 888-933-7674 or
bob@usedmotorcyclestore.com for more information. -"
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Installed Options

Let us help you finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking the "Get Approved" button above and enter your information completely before clicking submit. You can also print and
fax us your completed application to 877-862-7872. *NOTE* - When filling out fields requiring a dollar amount, please enter simple numbers only without decimel point or any
remaining digits. For example, if you were entering eight hundred dollars as a dollar value for any field, it should be entered as "800" (NOT $800.00 or $800). Only the simple
expression is accepted on this form for numeric values. Please print and fax to 877-862-7872 if you have any trouble submitting this form. Our finance team will work to get you the
best financing options available. Used Motorcycles And Motorcycle Parts For Sale (877) 862-7872.
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